1 - Computers and corpora
Modern corpora often containing millions of words in electronic form are processed with
machines. In the 1960’s when the Brown corpus was compiled, just sorting all the word
frequencies would take 17 hours; an IBM 7070 was used, a computer that only had about
40 kilobyte of memory. The data resulting from queries were stored on separate tape
drives. With today’s technology, the processing time is a lot shorter and storage space is
abundant for the retrieved data. In this chapter we will look at the typical tasks performed
by computers to process linguistic data in a corpus.
1 – 1 – Software
Thanks to the various programmes available today computers can perform processing tasks
on huge corpora. These programmes work on different platforms and are used for matching
patterns and sorting language units. The operations of searching and analysing the corpus
use specific techniques for processing this linguistic data. Regular expressions play an
important role in defining matching patterns. These regular expressions are integrated in
the libraries of the most important programming languages such as Perl and C. Currently
most statistical Natural Language Processing programmes are written in C/C++, Perl,
Python, Prolog and Java. Many techniques are used and are as diverse as are the languages.
1 – 2 – Tokenization and morphology
Tokenization is the process of dividing the input text into units; therefore a token might be
a word or even a punctuation mark. In machine-readable corpora a word is a graphic word,
which means a string of contiguous alphanumeric characters with space on either side. The
reality of language is unfortunately much more complex than this simple definition. Thus
the processing of contractions, hyphenation, phrasal verbs, acronyms and abbreviations
depend heavily on the answer to the question: what is a word? If we define a word as a
sequence of characters with space boundaries on both sides, would we consider the terms
ad hoc or of course as two words? Do we consider hyphenated compound adjectives as in
the following example: first-floor apartment, as two words? According to the definition
the hyphenated compound adjective in this example is one word, since that the two words
are bound together and have no space character between them. The definition we have
given above can be verified for most of the words but not all of them.
Morphology is a fundamental issue in text analysis; upper case, lower case, homographs
and lemmatisation are core components in studies based on corpora. Does stemming help?
Are we really interested to find busy when typing business? Do we really want to see Mr
Brown mixed with brown eyes in a case of insensitive search? Most of the morphology
problems mentioned above can be overcome by annotation, which will be dealt with in the
next section. The annotation of a corpus makes the classification of linguistic data into
different lemmas possible and provides the necessary part-of-speech information that
would enable a fast and effective search. By linking, for example, words to their stem, the
user can search in a corpus for all the occurrences of words stemming from the headword
busy, and he might find business, busily and even busybody. Contractions can be handled
the same way by categorizing, for instance, not and n’t as forms of the lemma not. Part-ofspeech tagging will differentiate between Mr Brown and brown eyes by providing the
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necessary linguistic information, which is that Brown in Mr Brown is a proper noun and
brown in brown eyes is an adjective. More details about part-of-speech tagging will be
given in the next section.

1 – 3 - Marking –up data
Marking-up data is useful for structuring documents through the division of texts into
chapters, paragraphs, headings and subheadings. The tags used help organise documents
and give them structural presentation. Mark-up helps also add organised metadata, which
serves documentation purposes. This metadata includes information about the author, the
publication date and the type of the text and should enable fast and efficient online search.
Among the encoding standards we mention the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI), and the TEI
is the organisation behind the development of this standard that represents texts in their
digital form (http://www.tei-c.org/index.xml). The Corpus Encoding Standard is another
standard developed by the language engineering community to specifically meet the needs
of corpus encoding (http://www.cs.vassar.edu/CES/CES1-0.html). However, the XCES (XML
Corpus Encoding Standard) is an XML standard, which shares with CES most of the
encoding conventions, to encode digital texts (http://www.xces.org).
Morphology can cause a serious problem when retrieving the sought after data, but with
appropriate annotation, this problem can be overcome. This operation can be done
manually or automatically. Annotating a text can help classify tokens according to their
part-of-the-speech and index each linguistic item. Automatic part-of-speech tagging is
typically the first step in corpus annotation. This type of tagging started even at the Brown
corpus time. The tagging is reviewed by humans to validate the machine’s output.
The most influential tag sets were those used for the American Brown corpus and the
series developed to tag the Lancaster-Oslo-Bergen at the university of Lancaster. Recently
CLAWS (the Constituent Likelyhood Automatic Word tagging System), which is a partof-speech tagger with versions from 1 to 5 has been used to tag the BNC. It is worth
mentioning that the Penn Treebank (also a part-of-speech tagger) tag set
(http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~treebank/home.html), which is a simplified version of the
Brown tag set, has been widely used in recent times.
(Chritopher D.manning & Hinrich Schütze, Foundations of Statistical Natural Language
Processing, Chapter 4: Corpus-based Work, page 141)
As we have seen above annotating a text is assigning to its elements tag sets that define the
part-of-speech of each element. Many tag set types have been used for the various corpora
since the creation of the Brown corpus. Table 1 gives some examples of language part-ofspeech and the tag sets used by the Claws c5, the Brown and the Penn Treebank in a
machine-readable corpus.
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Category
Examples
Claws c5
Adjective
happy, bad
AJ0
Adjective, ordinal number
sixth, last
ORD
Adjective, comparative
happier, worse
AJC
Adjective, superlative
Happiest, worst
AJS
Adjective, cardinal number
3, fifteen
CRD
Adverb
often, particularly
AV0
Adverb, negative
not, n’t
XX0
Adverb, comparative
faster
AV0
Adverb, superlative
fastest
AV0
Adverb, particle
up, off, out
AVP
Adverb, question
when, how, why
AVQ
Adverb, degree
very, so, too
AV0
Conjunction, coordination
and, or
CJC
Conjunction, subordinating
although, when
CJS
Determiner
this, each, another
DT0
Determiner, prequalifier
quite
DT0
Determiner, question
which, whatever
DTQ
Noun
aircraft, data
NN0
Noun, singular
woman, book
NN1
Noun, plural
women, books
NN2
Verb, infinitive
take, live
VVI
Verb, past tense
took, lived
VVD
Verb, present participle
taking, living
VVG
Verb, past participle
Taken, lived
VVN
Table1: Examples of part of speech tag setting

Brown
JJ
OD
JJR
JJT
CD
RB
*
RBR
RBT
RP
WRB
QL
CC
CS
DT
ABL
WDT
NN
NN
NNS
VB
VBD
VBG
VBN

Penn
JJ
JJ
JJR
JJS
CD
RB
RB
RBR
RBS
RP
WRB
RB
CC
IN
DT
PDT
WDT
NN
NN
NNS
VB
VBD
VBG
VBN

We have seen above the differences in the tag sets that English corpora use, we will take an
example to show how one of these tag sets is used to annotate a text. The following excerpt shows
how the CLAWS tag sets are used to annotate the BNC corpus. This example taken from The
Wordsmith manual consists of two sentences, the first is: Most churches are completely
unprepared for the shock of finding established member of the congregation is infected with
HIV or dying with AIDS, even though this is increasingly common. And the second is: ACET
Director, Dr Patrick Dixon recently told the National Symposium on Teenage sexuality at
Swanwick.
How tagging a text looks like:
<p>
<s n="131"><c PUQ>&bquo;<w DT0>Most <w NN2>churches <w VBB>are <w
AV0>completely <w AJ0>unprepared
<w PRP>for <w AT0>the <w NN1>shock <w PRF>of <w VVG>finding <w AT0>an <w
AJ0>established <w NN1>member
<w PRF>of <w AT0>the <w NN1>congregation <w VBZ>is <w VVN>infected <w
PRP>with <w NP0>HIV <w CJC>or
<w VVG-AJ0>dying <w PRP>with <w NN1>AIDS<c PUN>, <w CJS>even though <w
DT0>this <w VBZ>is
<w AV0>increasingly <w AJ0>common<c PUN>.<c PUQ>&equo;
<s n="132"><w NP0>ACET <w NN1>Director<c PUN>, <w NP0>Dr <w NP0>Patrick
<w NP0>Dixon<c PUN>,
<w AV0>recently <w VVD-VVN>told <w AT0>the <w AJ0>National <w
NN1>Symposium <w PRP>on <w AJ0>Teenage
<w NN1>Sexuality <w PRP>at <w NP0>Swanwick<c PUN>.
</p>
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We will now explain the tag sets that have come in this example; the tag <s
n=131> is used to index the sentence, the code means that this sentence has the
number 131. Table 2 explains the tags used in this example
The tag
<c PUQ>
<w DT0>
<w NN2>
<w VBB>
<w AV0>
<w AJ0>
<w PRP>
<w AT0>
<w NN1>
<w PRF>
<w VVG>
<w VBZ>
<w VVN>
<w NP0>
<w CJC>
<w VVG-AJ0>
<c PUN>
<w VVDVVN>

The item
Quotation mark
Most
churches
are
completely
unprepared
for
the
shock
of
finding
is
infected
HIV
or
dying
General mark
told

Category
Punctuation mark
Determiner
Plural noun
Base form of the verb be
Adverb
Adjective
Preposition
Article
Singular noun
The preposition of
Ing-form of a verb
s-form of the verb is
Past participle of a verb
Proper noun
Coordinating conjunction
Ing-verb as adjective
Punctuation mark
Past tense – past
participle
Table 2: The explanation of the tag sets

The tag set explanation reference: http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/claws5tags.html

1 – 4 - Main applications for translators and language professionals
Corpora help language professionals to conduct in-depth language research such as
monitoring language evolution by studying ancient and recent texts. Corpora are also an
invaluable source for dictionaries, thus new words and meanings are regularly added
thanks to reference texts. In addition, corpora can be used to provide pedagogical material
for the purpose of teaching language. For instance, many English learners make common
mistakes, e.g. I am interested by instead of using the correct preposition, which is in. These
mistakes are mainly due to the influence of their mother tongue language. Pedagogic
corpora help language professionals design specific learner material and dictionaries that
take into consideration these common mistakes. For translators, machine-readable corpora
are one resource to a better target text, a more natural one. For example, suppose that a
translator receives an assignment and the text to be translated is about hardware
installation. If he/she is not specialized in this field this task will not be easy at all.
Exploring a corpus of texts dealing with this particular area and which describe installation
procedures in the target language will certainly provide the necessary help for a good
translation with the right technical words. As the corpus can be very large, a corpus
analysis tool will make this search efficient and easy. Corpus processing tools also help
translators perform specific analysis tasks either on the source or target language text. The
translator can use such a tool to get statistics about the linguistic units. For instance, he
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might need to know how many times a word has been used or just to check if he repeated
himself too much in a text he produced.
We have explored in this chapter the tight relationship between modern corpora and
computers, which make the tasks of consulting textual references fast and efficient. We
have seen what are the main codes used to develop concordance software. We have also
uncovered the secrets of marking-up data and the different tag sets used in part-of-speech
annotation. This chapter also showed us how machine-readable corpora can be useful for
translators and language professionals.
2 – Overview of corpus analysis tools
Searching a corpus can be motivated by numerous reasons; such as learning from reliable
references and analysing data and style. Corpus analysis tools make this search automated,
straightforward and efficient. These tools come with different features and different
searching approaches. These differences are mainly due to the tools’ objectives and to the
platform on which they run.
We need to classify these tools into categories, because they can be either monolingual or
bilingual corpus analysis tools. The bilingual corpus analysis tools are useful to process
parallel corpora, which are original texts aligned with their translations. Some translation
memories tools such as SDL Trados and MultiTrans have also concordancing options.
Monolingual corpus analysis tools deal with texts written in one language, they enable
searching language units through the entire corpus and sorting the results. Most of these
monolingual tools provide Key Word in Context (KWIC) search along with the needed
frequency statistics. They also give the possibility to view more context with regards to the
concordance lines, and enable to view the whole text in its original form with the word hits
highlighted throughout the text. They also offer the possibility to display collocation
statistics with frequency-sorting and context span options. Another basic feature that all of
them offer is the Word-frequency list function which informs the user about how many
different words are in a corpus and the appearance frequency of each one of these words.
We have seen here the most common functions monolingual corpus analysis tools offer,
more functions will be presented with more details in section 4 – 1 of this chapter.
2 – 1 – Monolingual corpus analysis tools
Monolingual corpus analysis tools offer a range of functions from simple frequency counts
to sophisticated linguistic analysis of the hits. In this section, we will present the most
common functions found in a set of widely used monolingual analysis tools. We will also
very briefly present some of these tools. It is worth noting that there is a wide range of
linguistic search tools developed in laboratories that are out of the scope of this thesis.
Analysing a text helps us to know exactly how words behave when they are used in context
and this information can be obtained through a set of functions, which show us the term in
its context and provide useful statistics about words and collocates in a given corpus. The
Word-frequency function, for example, allows the users to know the number of different
words in the corpus; the programme displays the types (the different words) and their
tokens (number of occurrence). This information is useful to know more about the style
and the subject of the text, because we can tell from the frequency of terms the area and the
subject that this text deals with. For example, if we run a word-frequency list function on a
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given text and we get a high frequency of medical terms, we can easily conclude that this
text is specialized in the medical field. The usage frequency of certain terms and how they
are used in context also inform us about the style. For instance, if we find many
occurrences of street and offensive language in the searched text, we will probably
understand that this text has low writing style. The concordancer function helps the user to
see the word in context and its frequency in a corpus. This is decisive when we need to
know which word is the most common in a particular situation. The tool will give us a
view of concordance lines and the number of hits. The concordance lines function might
include options to increase the number of context characters at the right or left side of the
term. We can also have a file view, which is the display of the text with its origin form and
term hits highlighted throughout the text. Some tools enable to see a larger portion of the
context by a double click on the term hit.
The Collocations function makes the user able to find the occurrence of words together.
The collocations are searched either by a key word, and the query in this case is similar to
that used to display concordance, or through generating a collocate list. This list shows
which words are used together and order them from the higher frequency. Sorting options
can inverse this order from lower frequency. Many other search options might come with
the various existing tools such as the stop list function used to ignore the items we want to
exclude from a certain search. For example, we have generated a word list and we have
noticed that this list includes many language items we are not interested in such as articles,
prepositions and so on. Using in this situation a stop list function to ignore these linguistic
items will be of great help to keep only the language items we need in our study. Another
option we might find in some tools, the number of collocations at the right or left of the
pattern we want to display. For instance, suppose we have a sentence with a sequence of
adjectives at the left side of the key word, some tools have collocation options that enable
the user to look for the second or third collocate (adjective in this example) at the left or
right side. The users need only to specify the rank of the collocate they want to see
statistics about. Some of the corpus analysis tools enable the display of multi-word list, we
call this feature the clusters function. For example, if we want to see a three-word list from
a corpus, we might obtain a list of sequences such as: it is a, in terms of etc.. This list can
be ordered from higher or lower frequency. In some tools we can also use wildcards to
look for linguistic data, these wildcards are a set of regular expression symbols we use to
search our corpus.
2 – 1 – 1 - AntConc
AntConc is a monolingual corpus analysis tool which offers a large range of searching and
sorting options. The programme can be run under any Windows environment, under
Macintosh OSX and also on Linux computers. It handles Latin characters efficiently when
they are processed in plain text format, however, its performance with Arabic texts is of
questionable value, the Arabic pieces of text around the KWIC are completely reversed
and therefore queries’ results are useless. This tool doesn’t handle annotated texts
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Figure 1 Title : AntConc 3.2
This screen shot in figure 1 presents the corpus analysis tool AntConc at work. The image
shows concordance lines with the article the as key word at the middle of the interface, at
the right side, the file’s name. This screenshot also shows at the top the different functions
this tool offers.
Reference: the programme’s Readme file
2 – 1 – 2 - Wordsmith
Wordsmith is a well known corpus analysis tool that has been used by language
professionals worldwide. This tool features the same common functions we can find in
other concordancers in addition to a few more options such as the possibility to index texts
and adjust the tag settings to restrict search between the defined tags with respect to HTML
and XML files. This tool handles many languages, but only in plain text format. One of the
powerful features coming in this tool is the possibility to search annotated texts and
therefore to concordance according to morphological and syntaxical aspects, but the user
has to know about tags and their use in structuring a document. As regards part-of-speech,
the tool uses the BNC tag sets. A full version has been tested and it seems unfortunately
that the tool does not work properly with Arabic texts.
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Figure 2 Title: Screenshot of WordSmith at work
This screenshot in figure 2 shows concordance lines with quality as key word. Functions can be
accessed through the buttons at the bottom of the interface or through the menu at the top.
Reference: the online manual
(http://www.lexically.net/downloads/version5/HTML/index.html)

2 – 1 – 3 - Xaira XML Aware Indexing and Retrieval Architecture – BNC
Xaira is the software developed for use with the British National Corpus. It is an efficient
application for searching any XML-structured documents. This programme has been
written in many versions, server and client (for windows), C++, XMLRPC and
demonstration versions in Java and PHP are also available. This programme is free of
charge under the GNU General Public Licence. This tool can also be used with the
American National Corpus (ANC).
For the BNC, we can order a version of the corpus (the last one is the XML BNC edition)
and download Xaira and follow the installation instructions to be able to use the corpus on
a local machine with this tool. Using this tool enables us to restrict our search to a
particular category, such as spoken language or to texts in a particular field. It also gives us
more features, speed, efficiency and full results in our search. However, we can use the
web application that provides even the possibility to use part-of-speech search and regular
expressions, but it gives only random selections of results to our queries.
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Figure 3 title: Xaira
The screen shot in figure 3 shows concordance lines with the word message as KWIC. The
functions and options of the tool appear in the menu at the top of the interface.
Reference: http://www.oucs.ox.ac.uk/rts/xaira/
2 – 1 – 4 - TextStat
TextStat is a practical freeware tool that works with html, word and plain text formats. It is
a Unicode compliant tool with an interface localized in English, German, Dutch and
Portuguese. This programme runs under both Windows and Linux. It is user-friendly; a
new user familiar with concordance programmes can quickly create a corpus folder and
add files to analyse. The tool can also retrieve html files from the internet through a url.
Though very useful, the tool’s efficiency is rather poor when it comes to processing nonLatin languages. For Arabic, for example, it is impossible to search on a sequence of two
words, because the programme does not handle right-to-left writing. Since the results in
context are completely reversed, i.e. the strings are displayed from left to right, it is
impossible to read or use them. This tool does not handle annotated text.
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Figure 4 title: TextStat
The screen shot in figure 4 shows TextStat displaying concordance lines with a query using
regular expressions. The tool has a menu and function buttons at the top of the interface.
Options are at the right side.
Reference: the programme’s help file and the web site (http://www.niederlandistik.fuberlin.de/textstat/software-en.html)
2 – 2 – Bilingual corpus analysis tools
Bilingual corpus analysis tools are a category of tools for parallel corpora and using such
tools helps explore texts and their translations. The parallel corpus must first be aligned
before starting any searching operation. The alignment depends also on the structure of
both texts, in terms of paragraphs and sentences. Most bilingual analysis tools align
corpora at the level of paragraphs or sentences, because the alignment at the level of the
whole text is too high-level to help translators find equivalent expressions, and alignment
at the levels of sub-sentence chunks or words is difficult and will give false results. The
search in these tools is bi-directional so we can choose key words from either of the two
languages we are processing to launch our search. For example, if we have aligned an
English text and its French translation, and we started making queries in the English text to
find equivalent terms in the French text, we can at any moment reverse our search in the
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other direction by making queries in the French text and finding the equivalent English
terms.
2 – 2 – 1 – Multiconcord
Multiconcord is a bilingual corpus analysis tool which works only on Windows operating
systems. The alignment is sentence-based and the user can specify the search language. It
works with many languages, most of them are written with Latin letters, but it also works
with Russian and Czech, Polish and Lithuanian. This tool can handle up to 10 files,
however the web site of the University of Bermingham (UK) that designed it does not
specify in which format these files should be.

Figure 5 title: Multiconcord search instruction panel
This screen shot in figure 5 shows the search instruction panel, we can see in the image at
the top of the panel the key word field and the language options and at the bottom the files
to process and the search options.
Reference: http://artsweb.bham.ac.uk/pKing/multiconc/l_text.htm
2 – 3 – Translation memories
Translation memories are textual databases that store texts and their translations. Since that
language is repetitive and usually the same ideas are expressed with the same words,
storing source texts and their translations enables to reuse previous translation solutions in
future translation projects. Translation memories (TM) have become useful, because the
translation volume is increasing steadily and there is a growing need for fast and accurate
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translations. These TM systems compare the new source text to be translated against the
already translated texts existing in the database and provide potential solutions to the
translator. We have two main approaches in TM tools: the context-based and the sentencebased approaches. In a sentence-based approach, the TM compares a segment (most of the
time a sentence) of the new source text with translation pairs ( source sentences and their
translations) stored in the database and provides matches. However, in a context-based
approach, the TM searches and retrieves character strings within a full source and target
text pairs stored together. The translator will then see the proposed matches highlighted in
their context along with the equivalent aligned sentence in the target language, and this is a
concordance option. It is worth pointing that sentence-based approach TM systems such as
SDL Trados also feature concordance options which enable to search matches in the
aligned sentences stored in the database. In this thesis, we will present in section 4 – 3 – 1
MultiTrans, which is a context-based TM, because its approach is most relevant to our
project.
2 – 3 – 1- MultiTrans
MultiTrans is a powerful computer-aided translation tool that aligns and manages texts and
their translations and thus enables the user to build and search a repository of multilingual
texts. The approach used in this tool is a bi-text string search, which means that the search
is on character strings and possible on both the aligned source and the target texts. And the
matching results can be seen in context without losing the original order of sentences.
Large collections of electronic texts can be searched by any key word and in general any
string of any length in context. Unfortunately, searching a sequence of words does not
work in Arabic. To be up and running with the most commonly used functions, we
estimate that a language professional would require at least 8 hours. What is meant by the
most commonly used functions is building searchable corpora and to be able to search the
corpus efficiently and quickly.
MultiTrans aligns corpora automatically, but the user can make changes and correct
mistakes if there are any. This operation requires a minimum knowledge of file and folder
management in a Windows operating system environment.
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Figure 6 title: MultiTrans search interface
Figure 6 shows a screen shot of MultiTrans search interface. At the top appears the
programme’s menu and down in the middle we have the search options.
We have presented in this chapter an overview of corpus analysis tools. We have focused
on the most common functions we find in these tools and we have showed the relevance of
using each of them when studying corpora. We first divided these tools into three
categories, the monolingual corpus analysis tools, the bilingual corpus analysis tools and
the translation memories systems. Then we gave brief examples of tools and their features
in each category.

3 – Project definition
The goal of this project was to develop a web-based corpus analysis tool with the functions
of displaying word lists, concordance lines and collocations, which works efficiently and
error-free. The programme is integrated in an architecture through which users’ data can be
processed and output displayed.
3 – 1 – Platform
This application requires a platform that supports PHP 4 or higher. Initial development and
testing were carried out on a local machine equipped with a PHP parser. At the final stages,
the web-based application was stored in a server, which enables PHP and Perl Compatible
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Regular Expressions parsing. These are operating requirements, but end-users need only an
internet connection and the web-page link to access the application.
3 – 2 – Text input/output
Some corpus analysis tools process only plain text documents; others handle, in addition to
the text format, Word documents and even HTML or XML files. In some cases entire files
are given as input for processing. In our application the user must copy the data from the
file into the text area in the application’s window. Some might think that this way of
processing text is a little bit laborious. However, we maintain that it is easy and efficient.
Moreover, providing text input with a copy-paste function avoids the problems inherent in
converting documents from diverse sources: the data to be analyzed can be copied from the
internet, PDF files and all kinds of documents containing written material.
3 – 3 – Functions
This application has three main functions, one for searching concordance, a second one to
get collocations and a third to list the corpus words and their frequency. For each function
a script has been written and saved in a single file. These scripts have been tested
individually within the files themselves; that is, variables representing sequences of
linguistic data to be processed as well as potential patterns were used in a standalone file
without any data posting. These functions will be called through a file selection system
handled by JavaScript. The end-user will have to deal only with a form where he/she
should enter the data (the text and pattern) and select the processing function. To achieve
this project or to understand exactly how the application works, programming skills in PHP
and JavaScript are required. It is also necessary to have some knowledge of Perl
Compatible Regular Expressions to understand how they are used to match sequences of
characters in this application.

3 – 4 – Programming languages
The core component of this application is the programme that makes linguistic data
processing possible. The processing programme has been written in PHP, the regular
expressions are used to match patterns according to the functions’ needs. JavaScript has
been used to direct queries to the processing PHP files. HTML is the code that structures
the application’s web-page layout.

3 – 4 – 1 – PHP : overview
PHP is an open source server-side scripting language used in more than 20 million 1 web
sites. It is used to build dynamic web applications that work on any web browser. It is
obviously impossible to learn PHP from the present work, but this brief overview will
underline the most important features of this language and focus on the functions used in
building this corpus analysis application.
This language has opening and ending tags: <?php, ?>, and between these tags PHP
codes are written. So if PHP is embedded within HTML codes it is possible to turn it on or
1

This figure has been given in the 2nd edition of the PHP cook book, 2006
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off just by using the open and close tags. PHP files are stored in plain text format and
saved as name.php. For PHP, the semicolon is understood as the end of the current
command. PHP denotes variables with a dollar sign and these variables can be any length
and contain numbers, letters and underscores. To output data, PHP uses two built-in
functions: print and echo. A line starting with the sign pound (#) or a double-slash (//) is
treated as a comment.
Arrays are constructs that enable you to group related information together. In this project,
arrays are used to group text matching results and eventually display them. As the output
data is variable-dependent, PHP uses the dot (`.') to concatenate two or more strings. In this
work loops are used to provide the mechanism for repeating the output command for the
array's elements. As regards text processing, PHP uses many built-in functions, this work
will mention only those used in the development of the present application.
PHP also provides many built-in functions to work with regular expressions to match and
use text; it offers two sets of regular expressions functions. The first set includes the
traditional (POSIX) functions beginning with ereg for (extended regular expressions); the
second set of functions is prefaced by preg for (Perl-Compatible Regular Expressions).
These functions will be explained through comments in the script excerpts that will be
presented in this work.

3 - 4 – 2 – Regular expressions: brief overview
A regular expression is a programme whose only task is to match a pattern in a text. It is
also commonly used to validate emails and credit cards. This programme can be used in
programming languages such as PHP, Perl and Java, to perform a variety of tasks.
A regular expression is a combination of code units, which define with precision the
pattern of the sequence of characters we want to process. In this work, the regular
expressions used are Unicode compatible and are meant to handle character sets of the
various existing languages, both Latin and non-Latin. It is impossible in this short
introduction to go through all the matching code we can write using Regex (regular
expressions), so we focus only on how to match text patterns and set word boundaries. It is
worth noting that writing code for natural language processing relies heavily on linguistic
definitions. Thus, capturing the same word might fail on some occasions; most likely due
to the different graphic forms this word might have in a text (e.g. capitals, contractions,
plural, inflections, followed or not by punctuation).

3 - 4 – 3 – JavaScript in few words
JavaScript is a client-side programming language script. It is embedded in a HTML
document and is mainly used to give interactivity to a web page. This language script can
be run on any browser and does not need a parser. This language does not ensure any
confidentiality, because the user can see the programme if he takes a look at the source
code.

3 - 4 – 4 – HTML in few words
Hypertext Mark-up Language enables browsers to display web pages. Thanks to the
predefined tags, documents on the World Wide Web can have many different structures
and presentations. The HTML documents are loaded in the client station to be viewed, and
the source code can also be seen through the browser’s view menu option.
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3 - 5 – Documentation
This project depends fundamentally on scripting, and writing code relies heavily on
background knowledge. This knowledge can be found in two main sources, namely
programming books, in this case dealing mainly with PHP, and PHP script libraries on the
internet. For this project, defining matching patterns is the most important aspect since this
application is multilingual and must therefore handle different character sets properly. The
matching code is composed of Perl-Compatible Regular Expressions. Documentation
about how to build a basic matching code using Perl-Compatible Regular Expressions is
also available in many books dealing with regular expressions such as Mastering Regular
Expressions, by Jeffrey EF Friedl, as well as some interesting web sites such as
http://www.regular-expressions.info/, which provides valuable information. PHP codes
handle all the dynamic aspects of the application: retrieving the data to be processed,
storing the results in arrays and eventually displaying them. JavaScript, which is a clientside scripting language, has also been used in this application as described above.
Documentation on how to use JavaScript is also available in numerous books and over the
internet.

4 – The development of the application
In this chapter we will have a closer look on what makes this application works: the
programme’s different codes and functions performing specific language data processing.
We start by presenting the application architecture, which gives an insight into the
processing logic. The following sections will explain exactly how the codes work to
execute tasks, which some of them are part of the language data processing and some are
used only to prevent technical errors. At the end of this chapter, we will also give an
overview of the tools that were used in the development of this application.

4 – 1 - The application architecture
The programme structure and implementation is distributed over five files: the start page,
which enables the user to add the data to be processed, three processing files for the
concordance, collocation and the word list functions, and a continue page file that enables
the user to keep their text for further processing. This application is localized in two other
languages, namely Arabic and French and therefore each of these files has an equivalent in
the two other languages.
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El- Bahouth
The processing schema

Start form file
Data
Text and Pattern

Processing file
Data
Text only

Results +
Data

-Pattern
-Text

Continue Form

Schema 1: The processing

This schema shows how a typical query is processed in the El-Bahouth application. Data
(text and pattern or text only in the case of a word list query) is sent to the relevant
processing file. The processing file will display the results or error messages and will give
the user the choice to continue the processing through another file that will keep his text or
start anew with another text.

4 – 2 - PHP and Regex codes explained
The application’s programme has different functions that perform specific tasks with
respect to searching the pattern variable in the text, displaying results and avoiding errors
that can happen if the user enters some special characters or forget to enter any data before
making a query. We will look how the code works to perform these tasks using PHP
functions and Regex.
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In the following sections we will present the main code used in the application’s
processing files. The most important aspects related to the processing of linguistic data
through this web-based application are discussed and are intended to help demystify the
workings of pattern matching. This part is definitely the most technical of this work and
might be confusing for those who are not familiar with programming, more details and
general explanations can be found in the specialized documentation dealing with PHP and
regular expressions.

4 – 2 - 1 – Reading in the text
Text data sent over internet forms has invisible characters at the beginning and at the end
of the text. This causes processing errors and false results. In order to handle this problem,
we remove these invisible characters. We use a PHP built-in function on the text variable.
$_POST["text"]=trim($_POST["text"]);
The name of the posted text variable is $_POST["text"], because the text area in the form

has been named text. We need to get rid of invisible characters at the beginning and the end
of the text and for that we use the function trim having the posted text as argument;
trim(($_POST["text"]);

4 – 2 - 2- Preventing failures
The application’s regular expression code uses symbols and punctuation marks that have
specific roles as part of the programme flow. If the user enters these symbols and
punctuation marks, we need to escape them so that the application will not use them as
programming codes, which if this happens will cause failures.
The key word search is launched through the $pattern variable and to avoid failures we use
the function preg_quote($pattern); this will escape these symbols (they will not be used
as a programming code but as simple strings) and make the search of these characters
possible. The only character that can not be escaped by this function is the slash (/), so we
use another function: ereg_replace("/"," ",$pattern); ,which will replace any slash
character by a space character. So the combination of these two functions will avoid
failures.
$pattern = preg_quote($pattern);
$pattern = ereg_replace("/"," ",$pattern);

4 – 2 – 3 - Handling users’ errors
Users might make mistakes when submitting their search queries, like forgetting, for
example, to add their texts. In this case, we set a condition and use a function that verifies
if the user has sent a text or not: empty($text) . The condition is stated as follows:
if (empty($text)) {

the error message will be as follows:
print "Please add your text!";

In case the user forgets to add a search pattern, another condition is added as follows
}else if (empty($pattern)){

Here is the error message:
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print "Please enter a valid character!";
}else{

final instruction: that is what happens when every thing is fine }

4 – 2 – 4 - Matching patterns
When we search for concordance in a text, we enter a key word and the application will
display the occurrences of this word with its right and left context. In the application’s
programme, $pattern represents the key word variable, $text is the text variable and
$results is the variable where we store the results. To search for this key word, we use the
following PHP built-in function.
preg_match_all("/(^|\s)($pattern)(\s|\p{P})/u", $text, $results);
The search regular expression: "/(^|\s)($pattern)(\s|\p{P})/u"

preg_match_all requires the use of delimiters (/), which are slashes, at the beginning and
the end of the regex. The letter u means that the regex is Unicode compatible.
(^|\s) is the preceding string, which may be a line start or a space character.
(\s|\p{P}) is the following string, which may be a space character or a punctuation mark.
The preg_match_all("/(^|\s)($pattern)(\s|\p{P})/u", $text, $results); looks for all the
occurrences of the $pattern in the $text (second argument of the function) where it is
preceded by a line start or a space character and followed by a space character or a
punctuation, then the results will be stored in the variable $results (third argument), which
is an array. For instance, we have a text and we want to find all the occurrences of the
word nice in it. Our function becomes as follows:
preg_match_all("/(^|\s)(nice)(\s|\p{P})/u", text nice text etc, $results);

The results will be stored in the variable $results. This variable is an array and will include
all the occurrences, $results=(the nice place, this nice day, etc). The results will be looped
and displayed with a PHP function.

4 – 2 – 5 - Dividing and grouping subpatterns
As the matching in this application has a purpose, which is capturing the key word along
with its right and left context, we need a function that divides subpatterns and enables their
manipulation. In a regular expression code we mean by the pattern the whole regular
expression, e.g. (^|$colocl)($pattern)(\s|\p{P})($colocr) , and the subpatterns the
parenthesised elements individually such as ($colocr) and ($pattern). Thus, we create
and define collocates.
$colocl=".{0,18}\s"; (left collocates may be a string of any type of characters whose
length is between 0 and 18 characters followed by a space character)
$colocr=".{0,22}(\s|\p{P})?"; (right collocates may be a string of any type of characters
whose length is between 0 and 22 characters followed by no more than one occurrence of
either a space character or a punctuation mark)
To be able to achieve that, we need to pass PREG_SET_ORDER as fourth argument of the
previous function. This will enable us to iterate through the subpattern group and therefore
control efficiently their eventual output.
preg_match_all("/(^|$colocl)($pattern)(\s|\p{P})($colocr)/u", $text,
$matches,PREG_SET_ORDER);

To process the results, we need a loop:
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foreach($matches as $match) {

The output instruction must be between curved brackets. HTML tags are used to give
formatting values to the output.
print "<div align=\"center\" valign=\"top\"> {$match[1]} <b><font
color=red><u>{$match[2]}</u></font></b> {$match[3]} {$match[4]} </div>";
}

The order of presentation respects the order of the occurrences in the text and is as follows:
$match[1]$match[2]$match[4], It is important here to explain that:
$match[1] is the left context
$match[2] is the pattern (key word)
$match[4] is the right context

4 – 2 – 6 - Counting the hits
When the results are displayed, hits are also given, in this section we present how these
hits are counted. We use for this purpose the PHP built-in count() function, which counts
the elements of the array. We create the variable $hit=count($results[0]);. We should
not forget that we have pulled all the matches into an array named $results. Capturing here
works with patterns and subpatterns principle, hence, $result[0] holds the whole pattern
including the parenthesised subpatterns.
In case there are no matches, the programme will display the message: no match has been
found, otherwise the number of the matches will be displayed.

4 – 2 – 7 - Counting the occurrences of each token
When listing the corpus words or collocations of a key word we need also to give the
frequency of this word in the processed corpus. In order to achieve this, we loop first the
array of matches, and then we run inside this loop on this array a PHP built-in function to
count the frequency of each value of the processed array. This function is
array_count_values()
foreach($matches as $match) {
$a=array_count_values($match);
arsort($a); we sort and maintain association between the value and its frequency.

We loop once again and declare new variables
foreach($a as $key => $b){

Formatted output.
print "<div align=\"left\"><b><font color=\"red\">($key)</font></b> is used <font
color=\"red\">($b)</font> time(s) in this text<br></div>";
$total= count($a); counting tokens.
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4 – 2 – 8 - Localization
Localizing this tool is not only about translating the interface content but also making sure
the programme works on the targeted language. In this project English and French are
handled the same way, but Arabic requires special attention as regards matching.
Therefore an additional set of regular expression codes, which are not quite necessary in
Latin languages, have been developed for Arabic. For instance the code: \p{M} is necessary
to capture special marking characters that identifies words in Arabic.
Arabic texts might be marked or not, when they are not, the reader must guess the meaning
of the word from the context.
Example: [ رﺗّﺐ اﻟﻄﺎﻟﺐ أﻣﻮرﻩrataba ettalibou oumourahou] the verb can not be matched if the
\p{M} is not used in the regular expression. However, it can be matched even without \p{M}
if the sentence was written without the mark ّ
This of course applies to other marks used in Arabic such as ٌُ ً
The Arabic sentence means: the student organised himself.

4 – 3– Graphics
The graphics used in this application are simple and serve the project’s communication
goal, which is to let the user know what the tool does. One of the two graphics reads the
tool’s name with a picture of a word under a magnifying glass as a symbolic representation
of a concordancing application. The tool’s name is in Arabic, but it has been transliterated
in Latin letters. The second graphic is an adaptation of a screen shot of the tool at work.
The interface does not use other heavy visual effects, with the motivation that the user
needs to be up and running with the tool as fast as possible without being distracted.

4 – 4– The tools used in this project
For this thesis, programming was the main and most time-consuming activity which
includes the design, implementation and testing of the modules. The only tool necessary
was a simple text editor. To design the graphics, Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Illustrator
were used. As the programming involved intensive testing of regular expressions, a tool
named 2 RegexSR came in handy (figure 3).

2

Michel Deriaz, a computer science researcher at the University of Geneva, has developed
this tool.
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Figure 7. Title : RegexSR
Figure 7 is a screenshot of RegexSR. This tool helps write regular expressions for the
purpose of matching text. We enter a text into the source field at the top of the interface,
then we write the regex code in the chercher field at the bottom of the interface. If the code
is successful we will see the text above coloured in red.
We have seen in this chapter the most important technical aspects that this project dealt
with, which are the design of the architecture and writing the processing code. Writing the
functions was the fundamental activity, and as regular expressions were core components
of this code, we have presented a helpful tool we have used to test the efficiency of these
regular expressions. We have also mentioned in this chapter the localization difficulties
faced in this project which were related to the application’s efficiency with Arabic texts
and we have showed how we handled them. The graphical presentation choice has also
been explained, and the tools used to design it were also mentioned.
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5 - Testing and evaluating
User testing and evaluation of the tool was also an important part of this project. The first
step was to define the components to be tested. The areas we focussed on were: the userfriendliness, the efficiency, the tool’s processing speed, as well as the graphical user
interface and linguistic adequacy with respect to languages covered. The second step was
to find a group of testers with different profiles and different native languages. A
heterogeneous group of students and two staff members of the university were asked to
participate in this evaluation.
5 –1 - The testers
The group of testers included people of different background technically and linguistically
speaking. Most of them were students finishing soon their studies and that was an
interesting point since all of them were supposed to daily analyse texts and some of these
texts were their own. The group also included two teachers with deep knowledge of
Arabic.

5 – 2 - Test reports
The test report form had two main sections, the first contained personal details about the
tester, the name and the mother tongue language. The second section included the
questions that the tester had to answer after testing the tool. These questions were about the
user-friendliness, the efficiency and the processing speed of the application. The questions
also covered the graphical user interface and the linguistic adequacy with respect to the
languages used in this tool. The testers were sent the test report and given about two
months to complete the form and return it.

5 - 3 - Evaluations and corrections
The test reports provided interesting feedback and enabled us to identify the difficulties in
using the tool. These difficulties were mainly due to the fact that some users did not find
the interface clear. The testers also spotted some language mistakes in the interface. The
evaluators also gave critical comments regarding some important options that the tool does
not feature. Two major shortcomings identified were the lack of a case sensitive search
option and the fact that the tool does not perform linguistic analysis.

5 – 4 - Screen shots spotting mistakes
Testing and evaluation were useful in spotting some mistakes in the interface that slipped
during the development of this tool. Some of them were typing, spelling and grammar
mistakes, others were related to a wrong labelling or to a lack of clarity in the error
messages.
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Figure 8 title: typing mistake
Figure 8 is a screen shot that shows a typing mistake appearing at the top of the interface.
The mistake is the misspelling of the word application.

Figure 9 title : lack of clarity
Figure 9 is a screen shot that shows the instructions that some of the testers did not find
clear.
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Figure 10 title : spelling mistakes
Figure 10 is a screen shot that shows another spelling mistake in the interface messages,
here the word occurrence is spelled with one r instead of two.

Figure 11 title : lack of clarity in error messages
Figure 11 shows the lack of clarity in error messages, here, Word field should be used.
Text field is a technical term used in forms in web design.
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Figure 12 title: grammar mistakes
Figure 12 shows a grammar mistake in the Arabic page, the spelling of the marked verb
changes in case of negation, it should have been spelled this way:  ﻻ ﺗﻨﺲnot ﻻ ﺗﻨﺴﻰ
The Arabic verb means : do not forget

5 – 5 - Feedback summary and discussion
The feedback received from the test reports was interesting and included very relevant
comments. Even though nearly all the testers have found the interface user-friendly, some
of them drew attention to some difficulties using it. These difficulties are at the level of the
form field labelling. The terms chosen to describe these fields were not understood by
some of testers. In this programme, we need a text to study which should be copied and
pasted into the area labelled text, and the pattern represents the key word we want to search
in the text. Reading in the instructions, text area and text field, which are technical terms,
some testers were confused about where to put the text and the pattern. As a result
corrections were introduced to the instruction texts. Some testers, not used to this kind of
tools, proposed more explanations in the interface about the tool: what it does and what
does its name mean? Some complained about the fact that the tool is case-sensitive and
why there is not an option that gives the choice of case insensitive search. The collocation
results for some are not quite what they hope; words followed by punctuation are not found
and the contractions are not properly handled. Some wanted more collocations on the left
or the right side of the key word. One tester was disappointed with the fact that the tool
does not handle grammatical and morphological aspects. Actually, most of the answers to
all these questions are included in chapter 3 of this work. However, options can be added
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to enable the search for more collocations and give the possibility to use the caseinsensitive search. To add the case sensitive choice option we need to create a variable in
the regular expression code and add also a field in the form to make the user able to check
or not this choice.
Regarding the inclusion of linguistic analysis, as discussed in chapter 3, grammatical
analysis requires tagged text and a programme to understand the meaning of these tags.
Tests also included the evaluation of processing time and the quantity of words or
documents that the application can process in a single query. These tests made mainly with
a high-speed internet connection revealed that processing time ranged between 1 and 40
seconds/single query, depending on the length of the processed document. One tester,
when trying to process a document of more than 25 pages, had an error message that reads
can not display this page. This error message is caused by the internet connection or the
band width, rather than by the application. Tests were performed successfully with more
than 100 pages, processing time for this particular query was about 40 seconds. One thing
is sure; every technological solution has its benefits and drawbacks. For this application,
dependency on internet connections is certainly an acceptable trade-off for portability and
easy access. Last but not least, the name of the tool, El-Bahouth, received some interesting
comments also. One tester believes that this choice is not an idiomatic one and gave some
alternatives. Another tester said that this term is already used by some Arab technical
people for search engine, which is true. My answer will not reject these comments but will
use them. I believe that giving an idiomatic name for a computing application does not
underline the most important aspect of the subject we are naming, which is the fact that
this object belongs to a specialized category of objects. Therefore we need a form base
building similar to what is currently used for IT tools in Arabic, and this will ensure
terminology conformity. Nobody in the Arab world will deny the use of ( ﺣﺎﺳﻮبHassoub)
for saying computer, and ( ﺧﺎدومkhadoum) is also being used to say server. It is about
phonetics, sound, the (ou) sound rhythm (Hassoub, Khadoum, Bahouth), which is an
Arabic sound rhythm widely used for tools. As for the second comment, Bahouth,
certainly means search engine too and actually all search tools are search engines, which
strongly justifies this choice. So I believe that this name has one main goal to achieve, as
far as Arab users are concerned, which is to denote a computer-related object. For non
Arabic users, using the tool and liking it will make them remember its name.
Further details about these tests can be found in the completed test reports appearing in the
appendix of this work.
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